DISH IT
OUT!

BIG-TOP ENERGY
Pop some bottles and
pour one out for the
return of exuberant
entertaining.

Carlo Moretti Calici da
Collezione stem glass,
$450, and Madeleine
Sweets Stand, $175; lustare.com. Augarten Melon
espresso pot, $809, and
sugar bowl, $464; augarten
.com. Hermès Hippomobile teacup and saucer,
$240, and small plates,
$120 each; hermes .com.
Nimerology I’m Off to
Join the Circus dessert
plate, $80, and charger,
$125; nimerology.com.

Breakfast? Brunch? Dinner? No matter which meal
whets your aesthetic appetite, we’ve got just the
table setting for you. Formal invite to follow.

SMOKE AND
MIRRORS

A moody palette of
grays and crushed
blacks lures guests
into the supernatural.
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BACKGROUND: GET T Y IMAGES

Fornasetti Solitario tray,
$507; fornasetti.com.
Waterford Orbit low bowl,
$4,000; waterford .com.
Tiffany & Co. Color Block
teacup and saucer, $100,
Crushed vase, $10,000,
and Crushed candlestick,
$6,000 for two; tiffany
.com. Richard Ginori
Ether show plate,
$182; ginori1735.com.

ELLE DECOR
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WORLDS COLLIDE

From Martian landscape
to earthbound tableware, this textural
arrangement channels
the best of both.

L’Objet medium Terra
bowl, $225, and Timna
pitcher, $250; l-objet
.com. Katherine Glenday
porcelain cup, $40;
ateliercourbet .com. Heath
Ceramics summer seasonal deep serving bowl,
$138; heathceramics .com.
Black Pepper Paperie Co.
Little Dipper spoon,
$80; studiobppco.com.

POOLED PARTY

BACKGROUND: GET T Y IMAGES

Nothing hits “refresh”
like a dip in the sea.
Why not style your
table as the next
best thing?
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ELLE DECOR

Armani Casa Rowan
box, $710; armani .com.
Bethan Laura Wood
Colourdisc vase, $3,300;
cassina .com. Sophie Lou
Jacobsen Wave pitcher,
$215; laromaine-editions
.com. Bklyn Clay Made
Crater cup, $125;
bklynclaymade .com.
Estelle colored
glass Champagne
coupe, $85 for two;
estellecoloredglass .com.

